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Fun, but very short. I would not buy at full price, but on sale totally worth it!. The game is an awesome idea. please give an
option in solo to play against someone else, especially if they win a ton in a row. lvl 1 versus level 16 and the guy is taunting me
with those dumb faces that I don't know how to do, really angers me deep down. I almost wrote a really♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥off
review about it. Dunkey talked about this game in one of his videos on pax. really nice game but I had a few problems getting it
started on my nvidia card. I updated it and now it will open. Once I closed it though it didn't allow me to reopen the game after I
exited, so I guess I'll have to restart steam I guess to get it going again.. it's better than nightmare in north point but it's still less
than an hour long. It's pretty fun so far and I like the general idea of it. It is obviously very early access and missing somethings
like sound effects. It doesn't run too well on my laptop either but it's enough to be playable (Intel Core I3). Looking forward to
what this game grows into and if it doesn't I will change my review accordingly.. It's a good game, but it dearly needs a way to
control the ship with a mouse. As it is, using keyboard for ship controls is just painful.. This is pretty fun. It's a tri-peaks style
solitaire game with a fun zombie theme.

(The zombie theme is admittedly a bit tacked on though). Correct me if I'm wrong, but I'm pretty sure that cowboys in the old
west didn't need to pull the hammer back EVERY SINGLE TIME THEY SHOOT!

I'm also pretty sure they had more than 2 GUNS back then.

Edit: Ok, I stand corrected they did need to pull the hammer back, forgive me if I didn't see that in all those western movies and
games. You know, the ones that take creative liberties to make them entertaining.. First to review!? I'm surprised no one has
reviewed this game! It's SOOOO FUN! This is Valve's "Longbow" but with more stuff! I love the night and day animations in
the sky (3d moon rise). The added abilities and new functions on the map as you progress through the game make it continuous
fun! The only thing that bugs me is the bow mechanics. It's not "BAD" but I feel like Valve's "Longbow" game feels better and
more accurate. When I shoot with the bow in this game, it seems almost like it compensates for distance and shoots differently
for closer shots. Where as "Longbow" shoots the same no matter what the distance at full draw, and it forces the user to
compensate more or less based on distance. I may not be accurate on this, but it just feels like that to me personally. Otherwise
AWESOME GAME!. its a great game about you being god and douing whatewer you want
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This is an excellent engine . Going back to BR in its day it was very much an unreliable machine, however theres no chance of
any traction motor flashovers with the 24 on ts 2016. Externally its very good with great detailing of side grilling and front ends
with operable disc lighting.The cab interia is very good with 360 degree view and instrument light dimmer. The lovely tones of
that lovely class 24 engine have been well incorporated and roof and exhauster are spot on. This has been a well worked loco
and I would recommend it to anyone who loves the early BR diesels such as this beautiful design.. Very nice and original game
- nice concept of changing direction when touching the wall (not typical for platformer games)
- calming music
- only 20 levels (why? pls make more:)
. While I got this game for free, I cannot fault it's price. However, i can fault EVERYTHING ELSE. When i got it, i thought,
"Hey, a game where I can run around a map and just shoot NPCs in the head. Sounds like fun." What I got into the game, on a
live stream, we quickly learned it was a poor man's version of any Online Shooter game. Yeah that's right, It's a bootleg of any
of the EA titles that involve online shooting other players. Yeah players only for shooting. I mean I shot a fricken Gas tank and
it didn't even explode. At one point, i was launched into the air, and then couldn't recreate the glitch. So ya know what? ♥♥♥♥
this game. It doesn't even have people to play against.. This game isn't bad....I wish it had more description of how to start, I
went about 20 minutes trying to figure out why I could build anything, or why I built a galley but nobody ate at it (needed the
eating area) and I get to a point where after
about 2 hours I have almost filled up the island with nothing to do but pillage. Are there bigger maps? Do I expand my
territory?. if you enjoy this you drank too much plastic bottled water as a child. Amazing little game. Many similarities with old
school gauntlet. Also reminds me of hammerwatch,binding of isaac in a very good way. Character evolves with every
playthrough, unlockable characters and very addictive fast dungeon crawl gameplay.Imo superior to the first game and a must
have for rogue-like\/lite fans!. Video (gameplay + commentary): https:\/\/youtu.be\/3li2XCW0yg8

BIG POGO MAN takes the climbing and "fast to fail but easier to handle with practice" controls of Getting Over It With
Bennett Foddy and combines it with some of the visuals of Katamari Damacy. And also some of the cheekiness of Hand
Simulator.

We had a bunch of fun playing it and genuinely felt like the more we played it, the more actually competent with the controls
we got.

We would still put it in the "clumsimulator" genre, and that means it's probably not for everyone, but we dig it!. The little saddle
is a nice. the hall is beautiful nside and out. Pannier looks nice but can't raise steam to save its life. Even when stopped it takes a
while to raise boiler pressure. For some absurd reason I can not access the carear scenarios. You are better of buying the Hall
from Just Trains than this pack. I enjoyed it at the beginning as I struggled through the combat...but meeting the final boss 108
times was just a bit too much. (The dragon keeps coming back from the dead and unless you're in the right spot with the right
character types you're basically doomed.)
Basically, just not worth it.
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